
2300 Richmond Road 
Lexington, KY 40502 
Cole.Mitcham@amwater.com 

P 859-335-3415 
F 859-268-6738 

amwater.com 

November 19, 2021 

Joey Svec 
Building The Bluegrass 
3320 Clays Mill Road, Suite 212 
Lexington, KY 40503 

RE: 485 Georgetown Road, Midway, KY 

Mr. Svec: 

This letter is to inform you that the above property is located in our exchange boundary.  
Kentucky American Water has the availability and capacity to provide water to the site in 
accordance with our filed tariffs. 

Please let me know if you have any questions.  I can be reached at 859.335.3415 or at 
cole.mitcham@amwater.com. 

Sincerely, 

Cole Mitcham, P.E. 
Senior Project Engineer 



About Us 

We are engineers who have been designing wastewater treatment systems for over 36 years. We specialize in custom-
design, biological package treatment plants for municipal, commercial, and industrial applications. Our goal is to create the 
best solution for our client’s specific needs, not just provide an off-the-shelf plant. We guarantee performance and we 
provide engineer documentation, operator training, service assistance, and long-term support. 

Sabre Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR) Wastewater Treatment System 

Our most versatile plant is our activated sludge Sabre 
SBR. The sequencing batch reactor was developed in the 
early 1900’s but did not become popular until reliable 
and cost-effective mechanical equipment and digital 
controls became available in the late 1970’s. 

The SBR is a fill-and draw system. In this system, 
wastewater is added to the reactor, treated to remove 
undesirable components, and then discharged. For larger 
flows, two or more tanks can be used in an alternating 
sequence.   

Most of our systems operate from between 3 and 6 
treatment cycles per day. Our Sabre package SBR plants 
are typically provided in buried fiberglass tanks designed 
to be out of sight and out of mind. No odors, no noise, 
and practically unnoticeable as a treatment plant. 

Our specialized primary treatment process allows cost-
effective, redundant, single-tank, true SBR systems with 
no influent and associated turbulence during settling and 
discharge.  

Our Sabre SBR’s provide excellent treatment quality and 
can be utilized for most applications over 10,000 gpd. 
Our Sabre SBR design is capable of providing nitrogen 
(denitrification) and phosphorus reduction.  

Benefits of SBR Treatment 

 Reduced cost compared to conventional
activated sludge systems due to elimination of
clarifiers and return sludge pumping and piping.

 A smaller footprint compared to conventional
activated sludge plants.

 Perfectly quiescent settling conditions provide
higher quality effluent since there is no
incoming flow during the settling and discharge
phases of treatment.

 The SBR process handles variable flows and
loading conditions better than conventional
activated sludge plants since the number of
cycles are automatically adjusted.

 Separate mixing and aeration and variable
phase times allow nutrient reduction by
denitrification and phosphorus removal without
additional treatment processes.

 Time or level-controlled fill phases allow partial
tank volumes for very low flow treatment during
startup or off seasons.

1037 S Park Acres Dr, Batesville, IN 47006 

(812) 528-8784, fax (812) 645-3778

www.packageplants.com

info@packageplants.com



About Us

We are engineers who have been designing wastewater treatment systems for over 36 years. We Specialize in custom-
designed, biological package treatment plants for municipal, commercial, and industrial applications. Our goal is to create 
the best solution for our client’s specific need, not just provide an off-the-shelf plant. We guarantee performance and we 
provide training, assistance, and long-term support.

Amber Moving Bed Biofilm Reactor (MBBR) Wastewater Treatment Systems

Biological systems treating municipal wastewater require 
active microorganisms and the separation of these 
microorganisms from the treated effluent. In the activated 
sludge process, microorganisms are suspended freely in 
the reactor. Biofilm reactors retain bacterial cells in a 
biofilm attached to fixed or movable carriers. Active 
biomass concentrations inside the biofilm are much 
higher than the activated sludge process, requiring much 
smaller reactors to treat a given mass loading. 

The Amber MBBR is an attached-growth biological 
treatment process that uses special plastic carriers to 
create a large surface area for biofilm growth. The MBBR 
plant can be designed as a stand-alone treatment process 
or to provide pre-treatment, effluent polishing, 
nitrification, or nutrient reduction. The MBBR treatment 
process is typically used for carbon reduction, ammonia 
polishing, and high-strength wastewater treatment.

MBBR technology employs thousands of polyethylene 
biofilm carriers operating in mixed motion within an 
aerated reactor. Each individual biocarrier increases 
treatment capacity by providing protected surface area to 
support the growth of heterotrophic and autotrophic 
bacteria on its surface. It is this high-density population of 
bacteria that achieves high-rate biodegradation within the 
system, while also offering process reliability and ease of 
operation.

This technology provides cost-effective treatment with 
minimal maintenance since MBBR processes self-maintain 
an optimum level of productive biofilm. In biofilm 
reactors, bacteria attached to a carrier are protected from 
washout as long as they do not detach from the biofilm 
and can grow in locations where their food supply remains
abundant. Detached biofilm fragments exit the system 
with the effluent stream and are separated in a clarifier.
Settled sludge is wasted from the process.

Additionally, the biofilm attached to the biocarriers 
automatically respond to load fluctuations.

Benefits of MBBR Treatment

➢ Reduced footprint and cost compared to
conventional activated sludge systems

➢ Can be easily expanded by simply adding media
➢ Single pass process with no return sludge
➢ Handles variable flows and loading conditions

automatically without operator intervention
➢ Minimal maintenance, simple treatment process

1037 S Park Acres Dr, Batesville, IN 47006

(812) 528-8784, fax (812) 645-3778

www.packageplants.com
info@packageplants.com



From:	Humphries,	Terry	(EEC)	<Terry.Humphries@ky.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	December	2,	2021	8:21	AM
To:	Kevin	Chaffee	<kevin@packageplants.com>
Cc:	Bannon	Young	<bannon@packageplants.com>;	'Joe	Chaffee'	<joe@packageplants.com>
Subject:	RE:	Wastewater	CollecFon	and	Treatment	Plant	ConstrucFon	Permits

Kevin,
	I	apologize	you	weren’t	able	to	get	ahold	of	Mark.	As	you	said,	we	don’t	offer	pre-approval	for
package	WWTPs	outside	of	home-units	and	those	will	typically	go	through	the	Surface	Water
Permits	Branch	as	part	of	the	discharge	permit.	I	can	say	that	we	are	generally	open	to	new
technologies,	especially	when/if	those	technologies	have	been	uFlized	in	other	places	and	can
provide	operaFonal	data	in	support	of	the	treatment.	Just	so	you	are	aware,	one	item	we	always
consider	with	new	package	plants	is	the	locaFon	with	regards	to	an	exisFng	regional	facility.	If	a
regional	sewer	system	is	relaFvely	close	and	has	capacity,	we	will	always	push	to	have	a
connecFon	made	to	that	facility	as	opposed	to	building	a	new	plant.	This	isn’t	always	feasible	of
course,	but	it’s	also	a	requirement	for	all	package	plants	as	part	of	their	discharge	permit	if	one	is
granted.	I	hope	this	helps	at	least	a	bit.	Thanks.

Terry Humphries, P.E.
Supervisor, Engineering Section
Water Infrastructure Branch
KY Division of Water
300 Sower Blvd, 3rd Floor
Frankfort, KY 40601
(502)782-6983

From:	Kevin	Chaffee	<kevin@packageplants.com>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	December	1,	2021	4:26	PM
To:	Humphries,	Terry	(EEC)	<Terry.Humphries@ky.gov>
Cc:	Bannon	Young	<bannon@packageplants.com>;	'Joe	Chaffee'	<joe@packageplants.com>
Subject:	Wastewater	CollecFon	and	Treatment	Plant	ConstrucFon	Permits

Terry:
Our	company	designs	and	manufactures	package	wastewater	treatment	plants.	We	met	in	August
2019	with	several	people	from	the	Division	of	Water	to	discuss	our	package	SBR	plant	and	to	see
if	we	could	get	pre-approval	to	use	on	a	project	we	were	being	considered	on	in	KY.	I	did	a
technical	presentaFon	of	our	buried	fiberglass-tank	SBR	process	and	showed	that	we	met	or
exceeded	the	10	States	Standards	for	the	extended	aeraFon	batch	process.	I	think	the	folks	at	the
presentaFon	were	impressed,	but	stated	that	they	don’t	pre-approve	any	systems	and	that	we’d



presentaFon	were	impressed,	but	stated	that	they	don’t	pre-approve	any	systems	and	that	we’d
have	to	submit	an	actual	project	design	so	it	could	be	reviewed.	The	project	we	were	working	on
at	that	Fme	did	not	develop	so	we	did	not	pursue.	We	currently	have	a	potenFal	project	for	an	RV
park	in	KY	and	the	developer	wanted	some	assurance	our	SBR	could	be	approved	and	asked	me
to	contact	the	division	of	water	and	ask.	I	told	them	what	we	had	been	previously	told	that	we’d
need	to	file	an	actual	design	for	review,	but	they	wanted	me	to	check	again.	I	remember	at	our
previous	meeFng	that	Mark	Rasche	was	in	aeendance	and	I	tried	to	contact	him,	but	could	not
reach	him.	I	found	your	info	on	the	web	site	under	wastewater	plant	permifng	and	hope	you	can
help	me.	If	not,	could	you	please	forward	my	inquiry	to	the	appropriate	person?	Thanks.				
	
Kevin R. Chaffee, P.E.
Engineer

Earthtek	Environmental,	LLC
1037	S	Park	Acres	Dr	(Mail	Address)
1776	Lammers	Pike	(Delivery	Address)
Batesville,	IN	47006
(800)	972-9940	office
(812)	528-8784	cell
(812)	645-3778	fax
kevin@packageplants.com
www.packageplants.com
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Institutional
Market

Custom Wastewater Treatment Solutions from Earthtek Environmental, LLC

An Affordable Wastewater Treatment Solution for Institutions and Small Municipalities

The village of Harrisville, with a population of 235, had 
failing on-lot septic systems. In October 2009, OWDA 
awarded the village a planning and design loan in the 
amount of $200,500 to encourage the unsewered 
community to seek a centralized solution.

The village hired the consulting firm of ADR and 
Associates to develop a plan for a collection system and 
treatment plant. The firm's project engineer, Jeff Carr, P.E. 
evaluated several treatment options, eventually selecting 
Earthtek Environmental, LLC of Batesville, Indiana to 
provide their Sabre™ sequencing batch reactor (SBR) 
treatment plant for the project.

Earthtek Assisted with the design and provided a 32,525 
gpd sequencing batch reactor (SBR) treatment plant for the 
project.

"Our goal is to create the best solution for our client's specific needs, not just provide an off-
the-shelf plant."

-Kevin Chaffee, P.E.

Message from the President

The village is an unsewered community with 
failing septic systems.

Earthtek Environmental, LLC was selected to 
assist with the design and to provide a 32,525 
gpd sequencing batch reactor (SBR) 
treatment plant.

Design Parameters
• Population of 235

Primary Treatment
• 35,000-gallon primary

FRP tank
Secondary Treatment

• 35,000-gallon Earthtek
Sabre™ SBR

Dispersal
• Surface water discharge

with NPDES permit
Operation

• Part-time operator
Influent Quality

• < 250 mg/l BOD5
• < 250 mg/l TSS
• < 40 mg/l NH3-N

Earthtek Sabre™ Effluent 
Quality

• < 10 mg/l BOD5
• < 12 mg/l TSS
• < 1 mg/l NH3-N
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For more information about Earthtek SBR 
systems, contact Earthtek, at 812-528-8784.

812-528-8784

Harrisville, Ohio Institutional
Market

Custom Wastewater Treatment Solutions from Earthtek Environmental, LLC

An Affordable Wastewater Treatment Solution for Institutions and Small Municipalities

Earthtek's Sabre™ SBR system was selected because it:
• could fit into a long, narrow site the village

owned
• would use buried fiberglass tanks to be

aesthetic and minimize odors as the plant was
located right next to the village's baseball park

• was simple to operate and maintain with
minimal ongoing expenses

• was cost effective compared to other systems

The package wastewater system included a 35,000-
gallon, 10' diameter, two-compartment buried 
primary fiberglass (FRP) treatment tank, one 35,000-
gallon, 10' diameter, single-compartment buried 
FRP SBR tank for secondary treatment, followed by 
effluent flow monitoring and composite sampling of 
the treated effluent. ADR also provided tertiary 
drum filtration, UV disinfection and cascade post 
aeration.

The treated effluent has met the regulatory discharge 
permit limits of 10 mg/l BOD5, 12 mg/l TSS, and 1 
mg/l Ammonia as Nitrogen since it was put into 
operation in May of 2015. 



Circleville, Ohio

Project Overview
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Institutional
Market

Custom Wastewater Treatment Solutions from Earthtek Environmental, LLC

An Affordable Wastewater Treatment Solution for Institutions and Small Municipalities

Two extended aeration plants were failing 
causing numerous OEPA violations for Logan 
Elm school district.

Logan Elm school district located in Circleville, Ohio, had failing 
package plants at two of their schools. One plant served the 
McDowell middle school with an enrollment of approximately 300 
students and the other served neighboring Logan Elm high school 
with an enrollment of approximately 600 students. Now the school 
district wanted a new plant to treat both schools and eliminate 
OEPA violations.

The school district hired Stone Environmental, Engineering & 
Science in Columbus, Ohio to develop a plan for a new plant. The 
firm's project engineer, Jeff Baird, P.E. evaluated several options, 
eventually selecting Earthtek Environmental, LLC of Batesville, 
Indiana to assist with the design and to provide a 11,540 gpd package 
sequencing batch reactor (SBR) treatment plant for the project.

"Our goal is to create the best solution for our client's specific needs, not just provide an off-
the-shelf plant."

-Kevin Chaffee, P.E.

Message from the President

Design Parameters
• Logan Elm High School 

Enrollment – 582
• McDowell Middle School 

Enrollment - 299
Annual OM&R Cost

• $4,208
Primary Treatment

• 15,000-gallon primary FRP tank
Secondary Treatment

• 15,000-gallon Earthtek Sabre™ SBR
Tertiary Treatment

• Tertiary Filter
• UV Disinfection
• Post Aeration

Dispersal
• Surface water discharge with 

NPDES permit
Operation

• Part-time operator
Influent Quality

• < 325 mg/l BOD5
• < 250 mg/l TSS
• < 60 mg/l NH3-N

Earthtek Sabre Effluent Quality
• < 10 mg/l BOD5
• < 12 mg/l TSS
• < 1 mg/l NH3-N

Earthtek Environmental, LLC was selected to 
assist with the design and to provide a 11,540 gpd 
sequencing batch reactor (SBR) treatment plant.
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For more information about Earthtek SBR 
systems, contact Earthtek, at 812-528-8784.

812-528-8784

Circleville, Ohio Institutional
Market

Custom Wastewater Treatment Solutions from Earthtek Environmental, LLC

An Affordable Wastewater Treatment Solution for Institutions and Small Municipalities

Earthtek's Sabre™ SBR bid was selected because it:
• would use buried fiberglass tanks to be aesthetic and

minimize odors as the plant is located between the football
and baseball fields

• could handle large variable flows caused by summer and
winter break

• is simple to operate and maintain with minimal outgoing
expense

• was cost effective compared to other systems

The package wastewater system included a 15,000-gallon, 10' 
diameter, two-compartment buried primary fiberglass (FRP) 
treatment tank, one 15,000-gallon, 10' diameter, single-
compartment buried FRP SBR tank for secondary treatment, 
followed by mechanical filtration, ultraviolet disinfection system, 
effluent flow monitoring, post aeration and composite sampling of 
treated effluent.

The treated effluent has met the regulatory discharge limits of 10 
mg/l BOD5, 12 mg/l TSS, 1 mg/l Ammonia as Nitrogen, and 126 
count/100 ml E. Coli since it was put into operation.



Mifflin, Ohio

Project Overview
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Institutional
Market

Custom Wastewater Treatment Solutions from Earthtek Environmental, LLC

An Affordable Wastewater Treatment Solution for Institutions and Small Municipalities

The village is an unsewered community with 
failing septic systems and inadequate area 
available for on-site replacements.

The village of Mifflin, a small community of 60 homes and 10 
businesses located in a blue-collar area of northern, Ohio. The village 
had been served by home septic treatment systems (HSTS) until it 
was discovered some of the existing systems were failing and causing 
water quality problems in nearby waterways. The village is located 
immediately upstream of a large, public recreational lake.

A new wastewater treatment system was commissioned to collect and 
treat the village's sewage. This project was part of Ohio EPA's HAB-
related nutrient reduction effort to help reduce discharge pollutants 
from wastewater systems that can contribute to harmful algal blooms 
(HABs).

The village hired the consulting firm of Hunt Engineering, LLC to 
develop a plan for a new plant. The firm's project engineer, 
Christopher Hunt, P.E. evaluated several options, eventually selecting 
Earthtek Environmental, LLC of Batesville, Indiana to assist with the 
design and to provide a 30,000 gpd package sequencing batch reactor 
(SBR) treatment plant for the project.

"This plant just works."
-Tim Parks, Licensed Plant Operator

Testimonial

Earthtek Environmental, LLC was selected to 
assist with the design and to provide a 30,000 
gpd sequencing batch reactor (SBR) 
treatment plant.

Design Parameters
• 60 households
• 10 local businesses

Annual OM&R
• $12,588

Primary Treatment
• 30,000-gallon primary FRP tank

Secondary Treatment
• 30,000-gallon Earthtek Sabre™

SBR
Tertiary Treatment

• Tertiary Filter
• UV Disinfection
• Post Aeration

Dispersal
• Surface water discharge with

NPDES permit
Operation

• Part-time operator
Influent Quality

• < 250 mg/l BOD5
• < 300 mg/l TSS
• < 40 mg/l NH3-N

Earthtek Sabre™ Effluent Quality
• < 10 mg/l BOD5
• < 12 mg/l TSS
• < 1 mg/l NH3-N
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For more information about Earthtek SBR 
systems, contact Earthtek, at 812-528-8784.

812-528-8784

Mifflin, Ohio Institutional
Market

Custom Wastewater Treatment Solutions from Earthtek Environmental, LLC

An Affordable Wastewater Treatment Solution for Institutions and Small Municipalities

Earthtek's Sabre™ SBR system was selected because it:
• would use buried fiberglass tanks to be aesthetic

and minimize odors as the plant is constructed in
the village with nearby homes

• is simple to operate and maintain with minimal
ongoing expense

• was cost effective compared to other systems

The package wastewater system included a 30,000-
gallon, 10' diameter, two-compartment buried primary 
fiberglass (FRP) treatment tank, one 30,000-gallon, 10' 
diameter, single-compartment buried FRP SBR tank for 
secondary treatment, followed by mechanical filtration, 
ultraviolet disinfection system, effluent flow monitoring, 
post aeration and composite sampling of the treated 
effluent.

The treated effluent has met regulatory discharge permit 
limits of 10 mg/l BOD5, 12 mg/l TSS, 1 mg/l Ammonia 
as Nitrogen, and 125 count/100 ml E Coli since it was 
put into operation in the fall of 2015.



New Athens, Ohio

Project Overview
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Institutional
Market

Custom Wastewater Treatment Solutions from Earthtek Environmental, LLC

An Affordable Wastewater Treatment Solution for Institutions and Small Municipalities

The village of New Athens, a small community of about 
320 people is located in Harrison County, Ohio. The 
village had been served by septic treatment systems until it 
was discovered some of the systems were failing and 
causing water quality problems in nearby waterways.

The village hired the consulting firm of ADR and 
Associates to develop a plan for a new plant. The firm's 
project engineer, Jeff Carr, P.E. evaluated several options, 
eventually selecting Earthtek Environmental, LLC of 
Batesville, Indiana to assist with the design and to provide 
a 67,695 gpd package sequencing batch reactor (SBR) 
treatment plant for the project.

"Our goal is to create the best solution for our client's specific needs, not just provide an off-
the-shelf plant."

-Kevin Chaffee, P.E.

Message from the President

The village is an unsewered community with 
failing septic systems.

Earthtek Environmental, LLC was selected to 
assist with the design and to provide a 67,695 
gpd sequencing batch reactor (SBR) 
treatment plant.

Design Parameters
• Population of 320

Primary Treatment
• Two 40,000-gallon

primary FRP tanks
Secondary Treatment

• Two 35,000-gallon
Earthtek Sabre™ SBRs

Dispersal
• Surface water discharge

with NPDES permit
Operation

• Part-time operator
Influent Quality

• ave. 204 mg/l BOD5
• ave. 232 mg/l TSS
• ave. 55 mg/l NH3-N

Earthtek Sabre™ Effluent 
Quality

• < 10 mg/l BOD5
• < 12 mg/l TSS
• < 1 mg/l NH3-N
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For more information about Earthtek SBR 
systems, contact Earthtek, at 812-528-8784.

812-528-8784

New Athens, Ohio Institutional
Market

Custom Wastewater Treatment Solutions from Earthtek Environmental, LLC

An Affordable Wastewater Treatment Solution for Institutions and Small Municipalities

Earthtek's Sabre™ SBR system was selected because it:
• could be split into multiple treatment units so

one tank could be taken off-line if not needed
• would use buried fiberglass tanks to be

aesthetic and minimize odors as the plant is
installed right in the backyards of nearby
homes

• is simple to operate and maintain with minimal
ongoing expense

• was cost effective compared to other systems

The package wastewater system included two 
40,000-gallon, 10' diameter, buried primary 
fiberglass (FRP) treatment tanks, two 35,000-gallon, 
10' diameter, single-compartment buried FRP SBR 
tanks for secondary treatment, followed by 
composite flow sampeling. ADR also provided 
tertiary drum filtration, UV disinfection and cascade 
aeration.

The treated effluent has met the regulatory discharge 
permit limits of 10 mg/l BOD5, 12 mg/l TSS, and 1 
mg/l Ammonia as Nitrogen since it was put into 
operation in the fall of 2015.



Elma, Washington

Project Overview
Elma, WashingtonProblem

Solution
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Institutional
Market

Custom Wastewater Treatment Solutions from Earthtek Environmental, LLC

An Affordable Wastewater Treatment Solution for Institutions and Small Municipalities

Satsop business park, a state-of-the-art industrial center and 
technology campus, is located in beautiful scenic Elma, 
Washington. The business park's directors began planning 
for the future and soon realized the existing package 
wastewater treatment plant would need to be replaced.

The business park hired the consulting firm of Gibbs and 
Olson to develop a plan for a new plant. The firm's project 
engineer, Mike Marshall, P.E. evaluated several options, 
eventually selecting Earthtek Environmental, LLC of 
Batesville, Indiana to assist with the design and to provide a 
package sequencing batch reactor (SBR) treatment plant for 
the project. The plant was initially designed to treat 20,000 
gpd with total nitrogen reduction with one SBR online and 
one standby, and can actually treat a flow of 40,000 gpd or 
more with both SBR's online.

"Our goal is to create the best solution for our client's specific needs, not just provide an off-
the-shelf plant."

-Kevin Chaffee, P.E.

Message from the President

Aging infrastructure was preventing the 
business park from planned expansion.

Earthtek Environmental, LLC was selected to 
assist with the design and to provide a 20,000 
gpd sequencing batch reactor (SBR) with 
total nitrogen reduction and dual trains.

Annual OM&R
• $10,294

Primary Treatment
• One 25,000-gallon

primary FRP tank
Secondary Treatment

• Two 25,000-gallon
Earthtek Sabre™ SBRs

Dispersal
• Surface water discharge

with NPDES permit
Operation

• Full-time operator
Influent Quality

• ave. 360 mg/l BOD5
• ave. 440 mg/l TSS

Earthtek Sabre™ Effluent 
Quality

• < 30 mg/l BOD5
• < 30 mg/l TSS
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For more information about Earthtek SBR 
systems, contact Earthtek, at 812-528-8784.

812-528-8784

Elma, Washington Institutional
Market

Custom Wastewater Treatment Solutions from Earthtek Environmental, LLC

An Affordable Wastewater Treatment Solution for Institutions and Small Municipalities

Earthtek's Sabre™ SBR system was selected because it:
• could be split into multiple treatment units so

one tank could be taken off-line if not needed
• would use buried fiberglass tanks to be

aesthetic and minimize odors as the plant is
installed near existing park buildings

• is simple to operate and maintain with minimal
ongoing expense

• could provide simple denitrification to reduce
total nitrogen

• was cost effective compared to other systems

The package wastewater system included an influent 
screen, one 25,000-gallon, 10' diameter, buried 
primary fiberglass (FRP) treatment tank, two 25,000-
gallon, 10' diameter, single-compartment buried 
FRP SBR tanks for secondary treatment, and a liquid 
magnesium hydroxide chemical feed system for 
alkalinity adjustment.

The treated effluent has met the regulatory discharge 
permit limits of 30 mg/l BOD5 and 30 mg/l TSS 
since it was put into operation in the summer of 
2015. The plant is designed to nitrify/denitrify if ever 
required.



Message from the President
"Our goal is to create the best solution for our client's specific needs, not just provide an off-                                                         

the-shelf plant."
-Kevin Chaffee, P.E.

2020 EarthTek Environmental, LLC
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Whitewater Processing

Harrison, Ohio

Whitewater Processing Company, an organic turkey 

An Earthtek Environmental Amber MBBR was installed 

to reduce cold-weather ammonia levels.

Design Parameters
• Average flow of 200,000

gallons per day 

Primary Treatment
• An existing treatment

system

Secondary Treatment
• Earthtek Environmental

Amber MBBR for
ammonia polishing

Influent Quality
• 5 mg/L BOD5
• 5 mg/L TSS
• 30 mg/L NH3

Effluent Quality
• < 3.3 mg/L BOD5
• <6.6 mg/L TSS
• < 1.3 mg/L NH3

processing plant located in southwest Ohio, was in OEPA non-compliance for 
exceeding ammonia limits in the winter during periods of cold weather.

Whitewater Processing worked in conjunction with Earthtek and the Ohio State 
University to develop and construct a unique sand filter treatment facility to treat 
the high-strength waste produced in the turkey processing plant. The facility 
consisted of a fine screen, pump station to transport the wastewater from the 
facility to the treatment site, an equalization tank, a dissolved air flotation primary 
treatment process, a single-pass sand filter, an ion exchange process for ammonia 
reduction, and UV disinfection

The system generally works well except for the ion exchange system for ammonia 
reduction. During the summer months, ammonia is reduced by nitrification in the 
aerobic packed bed filter, but during winter months the nitrification process slows 
down. The ion exchange system was designed to reduce the ammonia during this 
time, but requires constant backwashing of the tanks and inconsistent ammonia 
reduction.

The owners of the facility retained Earthtek to investigate options for more 
consistent ammonia reduction. In reviewing the available options, it was 
determined that a moving bed biofilm reactor process could be installed in place of 
the ion exchange system and provide more consistent and cost-effective ammonia 
reduction down to water temperatures of 34F. Earthtek provided a design based on 
Metcalf & Eddy, Wastewater Engineering, Treatment and Resource Recovery, 5th 
Ed. This design was computer-modeled using Biowin wastewater treatment plant 
modeling software. Modeling results show that the proposed system will reduce 
ammonia levels below permitted values.



Whitewater Processing

For  more  information  about  EarthTek  systems, 
contact EarthTek, at 812-528-8784.

800-972-9940

06/20
Page 2 of 2

2020 EarthTek Environmental, LLC

Institutional 
Market

An Affordable Wastewater Treatment Solution for Institutions and Small Municipalities

Custom Wastewater Treatment Solutions from EarthTek Environmental, LLC

The MBBR process consists of a 90,000-gallon, aboveground, insulated, glass-lined 
steel tank with about 65% fill ratio of polyethylene, free-flowing media. The media 
has a specific density of about 0.95 so it is neutrally buoyant and is mixed by the 
diffused air supply. Diffused air is supplied by a coarse bubble, stainless steel pipe 
system installed just above the floor of the tank. Air is supplied by two 30 HP 
positive displacement blowers with one active and one standby. The blowers were 
provided with variable frequency drives to vary the air supply as needed. A 
stainless-steel outlet screen was installed to keep the media in the tank and was 
provided with an overflow screen in case of plugging. The influent pipe was 
installed to discharge the water above the normal operating level and included a 
check valve to prevent media from backflowing into the pipe.

Water from an existing plant pump station that feeds the ion exchange and UV 
disinfection process was redirected through a series of valves to send plant effluent 
to the MBBR tank. The effluent from the MBBR is then directed back into the 
existing UV inlet piping for disinfection if needed. A drain line and screen was 
provided to drain the tank as needed back into the plant pump station that directs 
the flow into the tank.

The MBBR system is put into service manually by adjusting the valves to direct flow 
through the tank and by turning on one of the blowers. Typical maintenance 
includes periodically checking the influent check valve and effluent screen for 
plugging, and servicing the blowers.
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KY Bluegrass Experience Resort

Joey Svec

3320 Clays Mill Rd. Suite 212, Lexington KY 40503

jsvec@btb-ky.com(859) 321-5196

Agricultural Crops & CUP Application #05-007-2021

A-1 & CO-1

See Attached

600 Montclair Dr., Lexington KY 40502

November 12, 2021

November 12, 2021

Deed Book 323 Page 027  & Variance Book 2 Page 224

Elkwood Farm 485 Georgetown Rd., Midway Ky

See Attached Narrative

See Attached

See Attached List

Narrative

701 Agricultural (A-1)



 

 

 Conditional Use Permit application page 2  

 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

DECISION OF BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT:        APPROVED                      DENIED____________ 

If approved, the following conditions and safeguards were prescribed: _________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________             

 
If denied, reason for denial:__________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                                                                   
         
 
__________________________                                                                                             
Date       Secretary   

Versailles-Midway-Woodford County Board of 
Adjustment         

 
 

DATE OF NOTICE TO PARTIES IN INTEREST _____________________                                                     

DATE OF NOTICE TO NEWSPAPER _____________________________                                                                    

DATE OF PUBLIC HEARING ___________________________________                                                                             

FEE PAID: $                (conditional use permit, adj. prop. Letters, co. clerk recording) 

    

Permanently Satisfied Date                                                               

   

                                                                    _____________________________                                              
Administrative Official    Date Filed 
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Application for 

Board of Adjustment 

Conditional Use Permit 
November 15, 2021 

 

Kentucky Bluegrass Experience Resort 

485 Georgetown Road 

Midway, KY 
 

Project Overview: 
The KY Bluegrass Experience Resort (KBER) was before the Board of Adjustment on March 3, 2021.  The 
project was unanimously approval, without appeal, as a Tourist Destination.  
CUP Application #05-007-2021 approval was for the following: 
 

a. Approval of additional overnight accommodations from 10 overnight guest accommodation to 
472 overnight guest accommodations, 15 employee accommodations, and 11 owner sites. 

b. Approval of additional seating for food services from 75 seats to 265 seats with table service and 
135 self-service seats. 

c. Approval of additional amenities and special events from 7 events per week with a max of 2 per 
day to a fully amenities resort.  

 
Along with the approved land-use the BOA placed 16 conditions on the project, of which KBER agreed 
with all the conditions.  KBER is back before the Board to request a revision to Condition #15  
 
From:   All campsites and facilities shall have City public water and sewer. 
 
To: All campsites and facilities will be supplied with water from Kentucky American Water.  All 

wastewater will be treated by a KY Division of Water KPDS Permitted Facility in compliance with 
the Clean Water Act. 

 
This request comes with an exhaustive effort to adhere with condition #15.  KBER is not located within a 
city’s limits, however, to abide with Condition #15 we requested sanitary sewer service from the City of 
Midway but unfortunately were denied service on October 18, 2021.   
 
Midway is the closest municipality to our project and has a wastewater treatment facility with a daily 
capacity of 750,000 gallons per day.  Currently, the city is using roughly 120,000 gallons per day.  The 
Kentucky Bluegrass Experience Resort will require less than 100,000 gallons per day bringing Midway’s 
facility up to a 30 percent operating capacity.   
 
Our team has been in communication with Midway officials since the project was first announced in June 
2020.  The project received great support and enthusiasm through the BOA process and even Mayor 
Vandergrift sent an email to our team the day after our Condition Use Permit was approved (May 4, 
2021) with the following: 
 
“I’m so happy to have heard last night that your plans were approved by the BOA.  
We are very excited about this opportunity to grow Midway’s tourism and local economic potential.  
Please let me know if I can help with anything. As you all get an idea of how much sewer capacity you’ll be 
using, let me know and we can start talking services.  
Cheers”   
-  Grayson Vandegrift, Mayor 
   City of Midway 
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Since May we have held a townhall meeting, presented project updates at City Council meetings, invited the 
citizens and Midway officials to the property, offered to design and contribute to a nearby city park to help 
create a public access to the South Elkhorn Creek, tried countless times to meet with opposition, and offered 
to be annexed into the city if Midway requested annexation.  With the recent denial of service KBER is ready to 

move forward with the project using a discharge treatment plant with approval of the 
KY Division of Water under the guidelines of the Clean Water Act. 
 
In addition, Kentucky American Water currently has a water mainline that runs along 341 to the KBER 
property and is able and willing to service the entire project.  Kentucky American Water currently 
provides service to the City of Midway. 
 
Thank you for reviewing our application and we look forward to coming before the Board on December 6, 
2021.  Hank Graddy, our project council will be presenting our behalf.  
 
 
 
cc. Hank Graddy, Andrew Hopewell  
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Application for 

Board of Adjustment 

Conditional Use Permit 
November 15, 2021 

 

Kentucky Bluegrass Experience Resort 

485 Georgetown Road 

Midway, KY 
 
Adjoining Property Owners 
 

Parcel # 38-0000-004-07 

ATWOOD JERRY L & MARGIE V 

695 GEORGETOWN RD 

MIDWAY, KY 40347 
 

Parcel # 38-0000-004-05 

ATWOOD JERRY L & MARGIE V 

695 GEORGETOWN RD 

MIDWAY, KY 40347 
 

Parcel # 38-0000-004-02 

MITCHELL LARRY W & JUDY H LUXON 

461GEORGETOWN RD 

MIDWAY, KY 40347 

 

Parcel #38-0000-030-00 

MITCHELL JR LESLIE J  

844 MCCANN LN 

FRANKFORT, KY 40601 
 

Parcel # 38-0000-004-03 

F146 HOLDINGS LLC  

809 CRAMER AVENUE 

LEXINGTON, KY 40502 
 

Parcel # 38-0000-001-02 

MITCHELL MICHAEL T & LAUREN 

112 COACH STATION RD 

MIDWAY, KY 40347 

 

 

 

 



Master Plan
Kentucky Bluegrass 
Experience Resort

scale: 1”=150’

November 17, 2021

Legend

RV Sites:     390 sites
Cottages:     82 sites
Employee accom.:   15 sites
Tent Sites:       -

Subtotal     487 Sites

Site Statistics

Proposed Wastewater 
Treatment Facility

MITCHELL MICHAEL 
T & LAUREN

MITCHELL JR LESLIE J MITCHELL LARRY W 
& JUDY H LUXON

ATWOOD JERRY L 
& MARGIE M

ATWOOD JERRY L 
& MARGIE V 

RV Site Details

Parking by/near cottages
total number of cottages:  82
Parking provided:   132
Parking ration:    1.6

RV Site Parking:    390
Parking at Check-in:   161    
Parking at Clubhouse:  72 
Employee Parking:   23




